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Abstract

In much of the current literature on supply chain management, supply networks are recognized as a system. In this paper,
we take this observation to the next level by arguing the need to recognize supply networks as acomplex adaptive system
(CAS). We propose that many supply networks emerge rather than result from purposeful design by a singular entity. Most
supply chain management literature emphasizes negative feedback for purposes of control; however, the emergent patterns in
a supply network can much better be managed through positive feedback, which allows for autonomous action. Imposing too
much control detracts from innovation and flexibility; conversely, allowing too much emergence can undermine managerial
predictability and work routines. Therefore, when managing supply networks, managers must appropriately balance how
much to control and how much to let emerge. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords:Interdisciplinary; Operations strategy; Purchasing/operations interface; Supplier management; Supply network; Complexity theory;
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1. Introduction

After a decade of downsizing, tiering, and consol-
idating suppliers (Ballew and Schnorbus, 1994; Raia,
1994), new managerial axioms have appeared in the
lexicon of supply chain managers. These axioms in-
clude reduce the supply base and maintain a close
relationship with remaining suppliers; it is better to
optimize the cost across several tiers; the more global,
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the better; and information should be shared across
the supply chain. In a general sense, managers have
come to realize the importance of systems-level or
supply chain optimization (e.g. Cavinato, 1992; Ell-
ram, 1993; Lee and Billington, 1993). Consequently,
many firms have spent increasing amounts of time,
money, and effort in an attempt to predict and control
their extended supplier system.

However, firms’ efforts to manage supply chains
have often led to frustration and helplessness. Man-
agers have struggled with the dynamic and complex
nature of supply networks (SNs) and the inevitable
lack of prediction and control. For instance, changes
that occur at the tertiary supplier level (e.g. second-
and third-tier suppliers) are often outside the final
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assembler’s purview and control. Consider the follow-
ing comment made by a manager of a leading auto-
mobile maker:

“A few years ago, our engineers mapped a supply
chain of a small assembly [by] tracing it all the way
back to the mine. From that exercise, we demon-
strated the benefits of supply chain management,
and we set out to manage the supply chain as a sys-
tem. Frankly, we have not been able to do it. The
problem was, as soon as we came up with a strategy
for managing the chain, the chain changed on us —
we got new suppliers and new relationship config-
urations. It took a lot of effort to map one supply
chain, and we could not possibly map it every time
something changed.”

Clearly, “good intention” is not enough. Managers
must possess a mental model of a SN that more ac-
curately reflects its true underlying complexity and
dynamism.

We propose it isnot enoughto recognize a SN as
simply asystem— a SN is acomplex adaptive system
(CAS). The focus of this paper is to demonstrate how
supply networks should be managed if we recognize
them as CAS. We shall define a SN as a network of
firms that exist upstream to any one firm in the whole
value system (Porter, 1985). The value system, in this
case, refers not only to the networks of thematerials
flow but also to the networks of theknowledge flow.
For the purpose of this paper, both networks of firms
— those that supply a microprocessor to a computer
assembly plant (materials flow) as well as those that
supply a new product concept or a new welding tech-
nique (knowledge flow) constitute a SN. The term
“complex adaptive system” refers to a system that
emerges over time into a coherent form, and adapts and
organizes itself without any singular entity deliberately
managing or controlling it (Holland, 1995). Examples
of a CAS include a group of competing firms gener-
ating certain market patterns, a cross-functional team
developing norms and rules of action, and the traffic
configurations generated by vehicles on a roadway.

We are not alone in our desire to understand a phe-
nomenon through the lens of complexity. Complex
adaptive systems theory has enjoyed much interest in
management and organizational circles during the last
5 years. Phenomena such as organizational change and
transformation (Dooley, 1997; Dooley et al., 1995;

Goldstein, 1994; McKelvey, 1997; Poole et al., 1999),
innovation (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998; Cheng and
Van de Ven, 1996; Jayanthi and Sinha, 1998), hu-
man resource practices (Guastello, 1995; Guastello
and Philippe, 1997), and strategy (Levy, 1994; Stacey,
1992; Thietart and Forgues, 1995) have been examined
using concepts from complex adaptive theory. Novel
explanations and prescriptions have been advanced.
We seek to extend this application stream to issues in
the management of supply networks.

By thinking of a SN as a CAS, managers and re-
searchers can interpret the SN behavior in a more com-
plete manner and develop interventions that are more
likely to be effective. We can import theories concern-
ing CASs to aid the interpretation of the SN behavior
and dynamics. In the current literature, a deterministic
or deliberate approach to managing the SN has been
emphasized (i.e. Bechtel and Jayaram, 1997), where
a firm is expected to control SN activities by plan-
ning and controlling them through inter-organizational
measurements facilitated by information technology.
The special issue ofDecision Scienceson “Supply
Chain Linkages”, for example, focused largely on the
issue of planning, implementation, measurement, and
control of supply networks (i.e. Mabert and Venkatara-
manan, 1998). However, if the SN is a CAS, this type
of deterministic management may be effective only to
a certain extent, and the effort may eventually stag-
nate, as exhibited in the earlier quote by the manager
in the auto industry. In this paper, we will first offer an
overview of relevant concepts and principles of CAS.
Second, we will apply these concepts and principles
to the SN management and develop a series of testable
propositions. Lastly, we will discuss implications for
researchers and managers.

2. Overview of complex adaptive systems

With roots in many disciplines such as evolutionary
biology, non-linear dynamical systems, and artificial
intelligence, modern theories and models of CAS fo-
cus on the interplay between a system and its environ-
ment and the co-evolution of both the system and the
environment. In the context of the SN, asystemwould
refer to a network of firms that collectively supply a
given part or subassembly to a buying firm. Theenvi-
ronmentwould consist of end consumer markets that
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Fig. 1. Underlying dynamics involving complex adaptive systems.

exert demand for the products and services provided
by the SN, directly or indirectly connected economic
systems (i.e. potential supply bases not presently a
part of the network), and the larger institutional and
cultural systems that both define and confine the SNs
interpretation of reality and its subsequent behavior.

When examining a CAS, three foci become ev-
ident: an internal mechanism, an environment, and
co-evolution. As depicted in Fig. 1, these foci serve
as the foundation for the argument, we make later that
a supply network is a complex adaptive system and
it should be managed as such. The goal of this sec-
tion is to review the concepts and principles of CAS
by elaborating on this model; we discuss the implica-
tions of these concepts and principles relating to the
SN afterwards.

2.1. Internal mechanisms

2.1.1. Agents and schema
Agents refer to entities (e.g. plants, atoms, or birds)

that populate a complex system, and these agents par-
take in the process of spontaneous change in such
a system. However, not all complex systems have
agency. In fact, agency, defined as the ability to inter-
vene meaningfully in the course of events (Giddens,
1984), is a key characteristic of the CAS. For instance,
water is a complex system (Kauffman, 1995) but not
a CAS since its interacting objects (e.g. oxygen and
hydrogen atoms) lack agency. We shall confine our
discussion to the CAS (i.e. natural or living systems).

Depending on the scale of analysis, an agent may
represent an individual, a project team, a division, or
an entire organization. Agents have varying degrees of
connectivity with other agents, through which infor-
mation and resources can flow. Agents possess schema
that are both interpretive and behavioral (Argyris and
Schön, 1978). Paralleling Senge’s (1990) notion of
mental models, schema refers to norms, values, be-
liefs, and assumptions that are shared among the col-
lective (Schein, 1997). For instance, the importance
of long-term relationships with suppliers, as opposed
to short-term contractual relationships, varies depend-
ing on the schema that purchasing managers carry
in their heads and share among themselves. These
agents behave in a manner so as to increase “fitness”
of the system that they belong to either locally or
globally-fitness typically refers to the well being of
a complex aggregate of both global and local states
within the system. For instance, a purchasing man-
ager tries to increase fitness by ensuring the acceptable
cost, delivery, and quality of parts and raw materials
purchased, by engaging the supplier firms in a series
of talks or training sessions.

Regarding the schema, it is useful to observe that
the collective influence of schema in a CAS follows a
Pareto principle — a fewdominant schema dictate the
vast majority of behavior. Thus, the generative mech-
anism that organizes a CAS is often referred to as
“a few simple rules” (Eoyang, 1997) or “min-specs”
(Zimmerman et al., 1998). If the rules of interaction
and behavior are linear, then the aggregate behavior
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of the system is linear and not complex, although it
might be complicated. However, rules of behavior and
interactions are typically non-linear. The aggregate of
several, parallel non-linear processes can lead to com-
plex behavior, even if only a few schemas or rules are
being enacted.

2.1.2. Self-organization and emergence
Subsequently, behavior in a CAS is induced not by

a single entity but rather by the simultaneous and par-
allel actions of agents within the system itself. Thus,
a CAS is self-organizing and undergoes “a process
. . . , whereby new emergent structures, patterns, and
properties arise without being externally imposed on
the system” (Goldstein, in Zimmerman et al. (1998,
p. 270)). In other words, the behavior of a CAS is
emergent. Emergence, then is “the arising of new, un-
expected structures, patterns, properties, or processes
in a self-organizing system. . . . Emergent phenom-
ena seem to have a life of their own with their own
rules, laws and possibilities” (Goldstein, in Zimmer-
man et al. (1998, p. 265)).

Consider, for example, the phenomenon of flock-
ing birds. At first glance, one may be tempted to be-
lieve that the complex order observed in the flocking
pattern is the result of either a predetermined plan or
the result of unilateral control employed by the lead
bird. In fact, flocking patterns emerge as part of the
system’s self-organizing behavior. Individual birds be-
have according to simple rules that are enacted based
on local information. Any individual bird determines
speed and direction by flying toward the center of the
flock, mimicking the velocity of the neighboring birds
and staying a safe distance away from them. We also
observe this self-organizing behavior in human sys-
tems, whereby simple behavior based on local infor-
mation can, in the aggregate, lead to complex global
behavior. It can be seen in such social phenomena as
social movements, group dynamics, and open market
economics (Kelly, 1994).

2.1.3. Network connectivity and its critical level
A CAS may be described as an aggregate of agents

and connections, which suggests that some aspects of
the CAS behavior can be deduced by various network
theories, such as social network theory and graph
theory (e.g. Choi and Liker, 1995; Wasserman and
Faust, 1994). For example, the level of connectivity

in the network, in part, determines the complexity of
the network. If no connections exist, then agents will
behave independently and the aggregate response will
be unstructured and random (Dooley and Van de Ven,
1999). As connectivity increases, inter-relationships,
represented by chains of agents connected together
in a contiguous fashion, also increase. At low and
high levels of connectivity, the number of new
inter-relationships increases slowly as connectiv-
ity is increased. At a critical value of connectivity,
inter-relationships change dramatically (Kauffman,
1995). As a practical example, cars on a highway
can travel relatively independently at low levels of
traffic density. However, as density increases toward
the critical point of 18–20%, the degree of constraints
one car imposes on others increases dramatically and
jams occur spontaneously and much more frequently
(Nagel and Paczuski, 1995). Once beyond this point
of critical connectivity, increasing traffic density does
little to affect the length of the longest jam.

The number of inter-relationships is significant
because it indicates the potential for the network to
engage in global communication from within; it also
relates to its potential for chain reactions and effects at
a distance. When two or more firms are engaged in a
business transaction across or within national bound-
aries, they are, in a real sense, connected through tele-
phone lines, Internet, or physical exchange of goods.
Depending on how they are connected, their connected
characteristics (e.g. distributed transactions or central-
ized transactions) vary, which will have implications
for efficiency. Critical connectivity is what enables
“weak ties” to play a key role in social networks (Burt,
1982), and it is the basis of the general concept of “six
degrees of separation” (Collins and Chow, 1998) that
exists among the nodes (e.g. agents) in the network.

2.1.4. Dimensionality
The dimensionality of a CAS is defined as the de-

grees of freedom that individual agents within the sys-
tem have to enact behavior in a somewhat autonomous
fashion (Dooley and Van de Ven, 1999). Controls act
as a form of negative feedback, effectively reducing
dimensionality. On the one hand, controls, such as
rules and regulations or institutional and budgetary
restrictions, ensure that an individual agent’s behav-
ior is greatly limited, thus, changing the complex-
ity of aggregate behavior and helping the CAS to
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behave more predictably and cybernetically. On the
other hand, when dimensionality is enlarged or when
a higher degree of autonomy is given to agents to
make decisions locally, outcomes are then allowed to
emerge in a deviation-amplifying way or through pos-
itive feedback. Many of the creative activities found
in firms emerge in this fashion (Dooley and Van de
Ven, 1999).

2.2. Environment

The environment exists external to the CAS and
consists of agents and their interconnections that are
not part of the given CAS. Operationally, the environ-
ment of a given CAS depends on the chosen scale of
analysis. For example, if we identify a team of work-
ers as the CAS and workers on a team as agents, then
other workers not on the team would form part of the
environment. This environment would also consist of
workers in external organizations that they are con-
nected to, as well as the socio-economic and cultural
system in which the team is enveloped. Conversely, if
we were to increase the level of scale and view collec-
tive bodies of teams as agents and the organizational
boundaries as the boundaries of the CAS that would
lead us to a slightly different identification of the en-
vironment. Regardless of the scale chosen, environ-
ments can be characterized as being “dynamic” and
“rugged”.

2.2.1. Dynamism
It has been said that the only thing constant is

change. This is not merely management jargon be-
cause, according to Dooley (1997), equilibrium and
stasis are equivalent to death for CASs. In fact, the en-
vironment of a given CAS is made up of a very large
number of other CASs, each of which changes itself
and causes others around it to change — sometimes
incrementally and sometimes radically.

One common way of changes in CASs occurs
through altering the boundaries of the system. These
boundaries change as a result of including or exclud-
ing particular agents and by adding or eliminating
connections among agents, thereby changing the un-
derlying patterns of interactions. Furthermore, the
environment can impose new rules and norms (i.e.
schema), and, as schema are altered, the fitness mea-
sure may also change because of the changes in the

goal state, the basic performance criteria, and/or the
way in which the performance criteria are aggregated
into a fitness function. As part of the environment,
any CAS change would trigger changes in other
CASs, and eventually the collective environment
changes.

2.2.2. Rugged landscapes
A dynamic environment surrounds complex adap-

tive systems that evolve to maximize some measure
of “goodness” or fitness. The potential states that a
system in the environment can attain may be repre-
sented by a “landscape”, and the highest point in this
landscape may be considered the optimal state for the
system. Imagine a mountain climber situated in the
middle of a mountain range, whose goal was to climb
the highest peak in the range. If this person happened
to be standing on the side of the highest mountain
in the range and were cognizant of it, then climb-
ing to the top would be a fairly straightforward task.
It would involve determining the most rapid way up
the mountain and then enacting a strategy that gets
one there.

If, however, the landscape consists of local hills and
valleys, then the climber is faced with the difficult
challenge of finding the top of the highest mountain.
Such complex landscapes, or as Kauffman (1995) calls
them, “rugged landscapes”, exist in problems where
the optimality of a system is determined by tightly
coupled components. When system components can
be optimized individually without regard for one an-
other, and this leads to global, systemic optimality,
the landscape is simple (single-peaked) and finding
the “best answer” is likely. However, when individual
components contribute in different ways, depending
on the value/state of other components in a contingent
or tightly coupled manner, the optimal state becomes
difficult to find, as many local optima exist. In these
situations, optimization can be an illusion, as one sits
on top of what appears to be a mountain peak, when,
in fact, it may simply be a bunny hill. Additionally, ev-
erything is changing in a dynamic fashion, and so the
landscape is dynamic. Therefore, landscapes can be
both rugged and changing, forcing the members of the
system to both exploit existing knowledge and explore
new knowledge (March, 1994), in order to overcome
the uncertainty imposed on it by the environment and
to ensure survivability.
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2.3. Co-evolution

In the management and strategy literature and eco-
nomics literature, an environment is often viewed as a
disjointed entity that exists independent of the individ-
ual members that reside within the environment. As
such, some organizational theorists posit that the main
goal of the organizational system is to react to the envi-
ronment in a cybernetic fashion (Simon, 1957). Other
organizational theorists have a more radical view that
environments are enacted or created by the system it-
self (Weick, 1979). Complexity theory posits that a
CAS both reacts to and creates its environment.

A CAS and its environment interact and create
dynamic, emergent realities. Because “there is feed-
back among the systems in terms of competition
or co-operation and utilization of the same limited
resources” (Goldstein, in Zimmerman et al. (1998,
p. 263)), the environment forces changes in the enti-
ties that reside within it, which in turn induce changes
in the environment. For instance, in a team situation,
as team members grow more cohesive (internal ef-
fect), they collectively become more distant from the
outside environment (external effect), and vice versa.
Such bilateral dependencies ensure that a great deal
of dynamism will exist in the environment.

Consider an economic environment. There are many
niches that can be exploited by organizations. That is
why the economic environment permits co-habitation
of high tech companies, auto manufacturers, and
plastic molding companies. Holland records, “. . . the
rain forest has a place for tree sloths and butterflies.
Moreover, the very act of filling one niche opens
up more niches for new parasites, for new predators
and prey, for new symbiotic partners” (Holland, as
quoted in Waldrop, 1992, p. 147). Likewise, when a
buying firm develops one parts supplier as the system
supplier, this action in turn creates a whole new set
of second-tier suppliers who will now deliver parts
to this new system supplier. This sort of co-evolution
does not portray a CAS as being in equilibrium within
the environment, but rather renders meaning to CAS
as being in disequilibrium.

2.3.1. Quasi-equilibrium and state change
Under normal circumstances, a complex system

maintains a quasi-equilibrium state, balancing be-
tween complete order and incomplete disorder (Gold-

stein, 1994). This balance point, sometimes called
the “edge of chaos” (Lewin, 1994), allows the sys-
tem to maintain order while also enabling it to react
to qualitative changes in the environment. In this
quasi-equilibrium state, when perturbed by an envi-
ronmental jolt, the system is normally attracted to its
original pattern of behavior.

However, sensitivity to environmental changes in-
creases at the interface as the environment pushes
the system farther and farther away from the point
of quasi-equilibrium. At some point, a state or quan-
tum change occurs, whereby the patterned behavior
of the system switches from one attractor to another
(Goldstein, 1994). This can be observed, for exam-
ple, in economies. Economies tend to self-maintain
a quasi-equilibrium by enacting small incremental
changes in supply and demand. However, an economy
that becomes destabilized due to qualitative changes
in either the economic or political landscape can un-
dergo catastrophic, unpredictable changes that lead
it into a different patterned behavior (e.g. run-away
inflation). Such change can be triggered by small
(random) exogenous or endogenous fluctuations when
the system is far from equilibrium.

2.3.2. Non-linear changes
In a complex system, it is often true that the only

way to predict how the system will behave in the fu-
ture is to wait literally for the future to unfold. Because
behavior in a complex system stems from the complex
interaction of many loosely coupled variables, the sys-
tem behaves in a non-linear fashion. Non-linear rela-
tionships are relationships in which a change of given
magnitude in the input to the system is not matched in
a linear fashion to a corresponding change in output.
In other words, if systems behave in non-linear ways,
these behaviors naturally exhibit a non-linear response
to changes. For instance, a large-scale change such as
organizational restructuring may in fact lead to little
change in the way organizational members carry out
their activities, or a small change in the work policy
may end up having an overarching outcome such as a
labor–management dispute.

Therefore, in a non-linear system, large changes in
input may lead to small changes in outcome, and small
changes in input may lead to large changes in outcome
(Guastello, 1995). Essentially, a direct correlation be-
tween the size of cause and the size of the correspond-
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ing effect is not guaranteed. Thus, in practice, a com-
plex system can be hypersensitive to small changes in
its environment. A simple adaptive response, which
usually leads to a simple corrective action, can lead to a
catastrophic outcome (the so-called “butterfly effect”).

Even if initial conditions and generative mecha-
nisms are exactly specified (which they cannot be),
prediction of the future often becomes fruitless as
specification errors grow exponentially as one pro-
gresses into the future (Peitgen et al., 1992). The be-
havior of a complex system cannot be written down
in closed form; it is not amenable to prediction via the
formulation of a parametric model, such as a statisti-
cal forecasting model.

2.3.3. Non-random future
The inability to determine the future behavior of a

complex system in an exact manner, however, does
not imply that the future is random. This observation
may appear paradoxical at first glance, but complex
systems, in fact, exhibit patterns of behavior that can
be considered archetypal or prototypical. It is true that
small changes may lead to drastically different future
paths; however, the same characteristicpatternof be-
havior emerges despite the change. One finds that sys-
tems will tend to be involved in certain prototypical
ways and, thus, our predictive capacity, although lim-
ited to the exact prediction at a future point in time,
can benefit from the knowledge of these patterns.

For example, even though its exact nature is not
predictable, the boom-and-bust characteristic of a
“business cycle” is a well-accepted pattern of be-
havior embedded in the economy. Likewise, it has
been observed across a large number of diverse types
of systems that the frequency that events of a given
magnitude occur follows an inverse power law (Bak,
1996). Various statistical techniques exist that enable
us to determine what types of long-term, underlying
patterns of behavior (sometimes called attractors) are
embedded within the system.

3. Conceptualizing supply networks as complex
adaptive systems

To recapitulate, the system under examination is a
supply network. The SN, as we have defined it, is so
enormously large, complex, and fluid that we may not

be able to readily draw boundaries around it. How-
ever, what is phenomenologically certain is that the
SN exists, as we observe products being shipped out
to the market from final assemblers. As discussed pre-
viously, we view a product as an embodiment of ma-
terials and knowledge — a manifestation of materials
supply networks and knowledge supply networks.

Therefore, with the concepts that CAS theory of-
fers us, we now explore the world of the SN. We ex-
amine the internal mechanisms comprising the SN as
a complex adaptive system; the characteristics of its
closely intertwined environment; and the elements of
co-evolution that take place. The key illustrative points
have been summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Internal mechanisms

3.1.1. Agents and schema
In the SN, individual firms are agents that consti-

tute the nodes in the network. Their actions affect the
course of events that occur in the SN — they select
and de-select suppliers, choose to move into new mar-
kets, and adopt integrated processes of product devel-
opment involving suppliers and customers. Further,
the nature of relationships among these firms with
their buyers (customers) and suppliers varies as re-
flected in the types of contracts (i.e. long-term versus
short-term). Some firms may have alliance relation-
ships, and some may have adversarial relationships
(Ellram, 1990; Matthyssens and Van de Bulte, 1994).
Different firms may require different documentation
procedures from their suppliers. For example, QS
9000 instructs suppliers about different documenta-
tional requirements of GM, Ford, and Chrysler, even
after trying to consolidate most of their common
requirements.

These agents or firms attempt to increase “fitness”
by attending to a few simple dimensions such as de-
livery, cost, quality, and flexibility, as reflected in reg-
ular supplier performance reports (monthly or quar-
terly). As reports are filed regularly and subsequent
discussions take place, common schema are shared
between the buyer and the suppliers, which leads to a
reduction of transaction costs and increased communi-
cation efficiency. Further, seeing the obvious benefits
of working with suppliers with shared schema, buy-
ing firms often select suppliers that have similar prod-
uct development processes or manufacturing processes
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Table 1
Framing supply networks (SN) as complex adaptive systems (CAS)

Description of CAS SN illustrations

Internal mechanisms
Agents and schema Agents share interpretive and behavioral

rules and fitness criteria at different levels
of scale

Individual firms or groups of firms work
together through alliances based on shared
norms and economic incentives

Self organization and emergence Patterns are created through simultaneous
and parallel actions of multiple agents

A supply network emerges with no one firm
deliberately organizing and controlling it

Connectivity Extensive inter-relationships are possible
even at low levels of connectivity

Firms in seemingly unrelated industries can
be connected and may compete for
common resources

Dimensionality Negative feedback and controls reduce di-
mensionality, while autonomy and decen-
tralization increase dimensionality

SN variation is minimized by over-arching
control schemes, whereas SN creativity and
adaptation is enhanced by autonomy and
decentralization

Environment
Dynamism Changes are constant and inter-dependent The membership of the supplier base is

constantly reassessed and reshuffled
Rugged landscape Global optimization is simple when

criteria are independent, but becomes very
complex when criteria are inter-dependent

Modular design attempts to decouple
individual supplier contributions, so as to
give some autonomy to each supplier to
optimize locally

Co-evolution
Quasi-equilibrium and state change Attractors are sensitive to change as the

CAS is pulled away from quasi-equilibrium
state to a far-from-equilibrium state

Japanese firms reorganized themselves into
a Keiretsu (an attractor) but may currently
be undergoing a massive restructuring

Non-linear changes There is lack of linear correlation between
causes and effects

Massive supplier cost reduction effort by a
large buyer leads to random results

Non-random future Common patterns of behavior are observable A small change at downstream of supply
chain can cause amplified and oscillating
changes with phase lag as one moves
upstream in the supply chain

(Fleischer and Liker, 1997). For instance, Toyota asked
Johnson Controls to adopt its CAD system as well
as its Kanban-based production system; in this case,
norms and incentives are shared together in an al-
liance operating under common design and production
schema.

Proposition 1. The greater the level of shared schema
(e.g. shared work norms and procedures, shared lan-
guage) among allied firms in a SN, the higher will be
level of fitness for each of these firms (e.g. firm per-
formance).

3.1.2. Self-organization and emergence
A SN is an emergent phenomenon. Consider a

plastic molding firm. From its perspective as a single
firm, there is nothing complicated about manufac-

turing plastic covers, computer screen casings, or
bumpers. However, when this firm becomes part of an
automotive or electronic goods SN, it becomes part of
an enormously complex entity that is beyond any one
firm’s immediate purview. As evidence, consider that
Toyota, known for its advanced supply chain man-
agement practices, cannot begin to fathom the depth
and breadth of its SN (Miyashita and Russell, 1994).
Affected by its plastic resin suppliers, their suppliers,
and other buying firms and their buying firms, this
plastic molding firm takes on a complex property that
it would not possess alone.

Therefore, from the view of each individual firm,
a SN is a self-organizing system. Although the total-
ity may be unknown, individual firms partake in the
grand establishment of the SN by engaging in their lo-
calized decision-making (i.e. doing their best to select
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capable suppliers and ensure on-time delivery of prod-
ucts to their buyers). Here, decisions are distributed
in nature, and no one firm can be so omnipotent and
omniscient as to orchestrate the totality of a SNs oper-
ation. A SN is larger than any one company, including
the powerful final assemblers. When a final assembler
(e.g. Daimler Chrysler, Honda, General Electric) se-
lects a group of suppliers, mostly first-tier suppliers
but on occasion also second-tier suppliers (Choi and
Hartley, 1996; Raia, 1994), this choice merely triggers
the emergence of a SN. What happens to tertiary-level
suppliers is often unknown to the final assemblers, and
this is outside of the realm of their control. Therefore,
tertiary-level members have autonomy, by default, to
self-organize, which translates into the finding that ac-
tual structure of the SN isprobablisticrather than de-
terministic.

The organization of the possible sets of outcomes
does not occur randomly. The actual structure of a SN
will depend on local choices and how these choices
are combined to create a probablistic entity. Although
it is true that individual firms may obey the determin-
istic selection process (i.e. Choi and Hartley, 1996),
the organization of the overall SN emerges through
the natural process of order and spontaneity. In other
words, all firms operate according to self-interest and
to promote their own fitness criteria and are, thus, gov-
erned by the invisible hand, which brings order and
spontaneity over a course of time.

What that means for individuals is that they need to
constantly observe what emerges from a SN and make
adjustments to organizational goals and supporting in-
frastructure. Further, they should realize that it is quite
normal for them to behave in a deterministic fashion
based on few salient rules and performance measures.
Key is to stay fit and agile and be willing to make ap-
propriate adjustments in the face of changing environ-
ment andnot be apologeticabout making structural
changes over a course of time (e.g. Hewlett-Packard
decentralizing and then centralizing only to go back
to a decentralized structure).

Proposition 2. Firms that adjust goals and infras-
tructure quickly, according to the changes in their
customers, suppliers, and/or competitors, will survive
longer in their SNs than firms that adhere to predeter-
mined, static goals and infrastructure and are slow to
change.

3.1.3. Network connectivity and Its critical levels
Many authors (e.g. Easton and Axelsson, 1992;

Olsen and Ellram, 1997) have suggested that studies
in supply management should focus on the entire
network rather than dyadic interactions (Anderson
et al., 1994) of isolated firms in the network (i.e.
single buyer and single supplier). In this regard, we
can consider a CAS as the population of all involved
firms and the actual SN as depicting the connectivity
between agents (firms). Only the very simplest SN
would have so few suppliers (e.g. connected agents)
so as to not possess a massively complex, intercon-
nected structure. Realistically, a critical level of con-
nectivity exists such that there are inter-connections
among firms that otherwise would assume themselves
to be decoupled. For example, Honeywell (aircraft
engine manufacturer) finds itself closely monitoring
the world of raw material, such as steel, copper, and
aluminum as well as an assortment of other compos-
ite materials. A shortage of raw material can result
in sky-rocketing costs and send delivery schedules
askew. Therefore, it is obvious that Honeywell would
consider itself connected or coupled with various
mining companies.

Further, by being connected to these mining com-
panies, Honeywell is connected to other organiza-
tions beyond the mining companies. For instance, a
mining company uses mining equipment, and along
with this coupling come myriad firms engaged in the
development of new material extraction techniques,
which, if successful, can economize extraction and
further reduce materials costs. Material extraction is
not improved by brute force but is improved by a
firm’s being more intelligent about where to extract.
These decisions, in turn, are based on interpretation
of X-ray scans of the potential material vein. The
interpretation of X-ray data is, in general, a question
of pattern recognition, which is a general problem
across a variety of domains. There may, in fact, be
a significant breakthrough in pattern recognition in
a field such a medicine, inside the Metro University
Hospital, which, in turn and over time, is recognized
by a researcher in an oil drilling company. Then, this
researcher applies the breakthrough to oil drilling and
reports the positive results at a conference, which is
attended by an engineer from the mining company,
who then extends the innovation into raw material ex-
traction for the benefit of the mining company. Hon-
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eywell would not initially consider itself “connected”
to Metro University Hospital. Yet in a very real way,
the connections are feasible, and significant. One can
see that “awareness” plays a key role in successful
inhabitation of such complex webs.

Sometimes, such awareness of connectedness
comes from actively looking for it. A large telecom-
munications company, which makes cellular tele-
phones, found itself critically short (on a recurring
basis) of the raw material it used to manufacture the
plastic-composite video screen. It tracked the raw ma-
terial shortage back through the supply chain to the
fourth-tier where a mining company was supplying
some basic elements. Upon further study, it turned
out that the mining company was at the “root” of two
different SNs — one involving the telecommunica-
tions company and one involving an electronic toys
company. The toy company happened to pay four
times the cost that the telecommunications company
did for the raw material; hence, when shortages be-
came severe, there was no question about which one
was going to be supplied. In summary, distant con-
nections not only come from the internal makeup of a
complex SN but also from the convolution of several
SNs as they link up with common nodes.

Proposition 3. Within a SN, firms that are cognizant
of activities across the supply chain (including the
tertiary-level suppliers) will be more effective at man-
aging materials flow and technological developments
than firms that are cognizant of activities of only their
immediate suppliers.

3.1.4. Dimensionality
A system with high dimensionality tends to be diffi-

cult to control. Yet the need for control in a SN is real.
In order to meet the quality requirements for a final
product or service, interim outcomes in the SN must
show a great deal of conformity and compatibility, as
evidenced in the universal acceptance of ISO or quality
practices requirements. In other words, from the ISO’s
perspective, since it cannot control individually what
comes in and out of Europe, requiring a common cer-
tification or conformance to common standards in all
firms, no matter where they are in the SN, is deemed
as an effective means of control.

However, this goal of common standards is incred-
ibly elusive. At least for now, the effectiveness of

ISO 9000 is being questioned (e.g. Terziovski et al.,
1997). Also, how one can achieve a “six sigma” level
of quality (3.4 defects per million parts according to
Motorola’s definition) is unclear. In order for an over-
all outcome of a SN to be at a six sigma level, each
of the individual component contributors — end out-
comes of individual suppliers must be at a level of
quality quite above six sigma, which typically does
not happen. As evidence, even engineers at Motorola
are often unsure of where in the supply chain this six
sigma level must occur. Likewise, no matter how hard
IBM tries to control its DRAM chip suppliers by im-
posing co-location and price requirements, it is im-
possible to control the global economic dynamics in
the chip manufacturing industry. No matter how hard
Daimler Chrysler tries to manage its extended suppli-
ers, the depth of the SN to which it can extend its
visible hands is limited.

Therefore, when control is needed in the man-
agement of the SN, it is often attempted via various
institutional controls. Many firms have imposed the
requirement of ISO 9000 quality systems registration
as a common schema on the SN in order to reduce the
degrees of freedom associated with each supplier’s
quality system. Likewise, some firms have recently
moved toward embracing their suppliers within a sin-
gle enterprise requirement planning (ERP) system,
such as SAP or BAAN. Once again, a unified (stan-
dard formatted) ERP system imposes constraints on
information, metrics, and even underlying business
processes. However, there is actually little empirical
evidence to date that suggests that such institutional
strategies are successful and improve overall perfor-
mance (Choi and Eboch, 1998; Terziovski et al., 1997).

Proposition 4. Successful implementation of control-
oriented schemes (e.g. ERP, JIT II) leads to higher effi-
ciencies, but it may also lead to negative consequences
such as less than expected performance improvements
and reduction in innovative activities by the suppliers.

When institutional controls are insufficient for con-
trolling outcomes, another approach is to seek places
where the transfer of cause and effect is relatively
flat or to seek system designs that are “robust” in the
Taguchi sense. By robustness, we mean that as a given
supplier’s performance inevitably varies due to im-
perfection, its impact on the “final result” is minimal.
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For example, pollution control devices on cars tend
to clean the exhaust from dangerous particulates, re-
gardless of the variation of gasoline quality supplied
by the gas station.

Conversely, if one would like to see a more cre-
ative and adaptive response from the SN, then one
must give more autonomy to the firms in the SN, es-
sentially increasing dimensionality — the degrees of
freedom available for potential response. For example,
Nishiguchi (1994) documented that when suppliers are
given autonomy to think creatively, they can come up
with innovative ideas to improve current product con-
figurations. When the number of electrical wires in-
creased in Lexus, the wire harness became much more
bulky and cumbersome to work with. Empowered to
suggest design changes, suppliers broke up the harness
into smaller pieces and connected them with “smar”
junction boxes with microchips and microprocessors.
The final outcome was a new configuration that of-
fered more flexibility if design changes were needed.
It is not hard to imagine how this type of change would
also induce unanticipated changes in the structure of
SNs as happens, for example, when the new suppliers
of the junction boxes come into the fold.

Proposition 5. The degree of innovation by suppliers
is directly proportional to the amount of autonomy that
suppliers receive in working with customers.

3.2. Environment

3.2.1. Dynamism
Typically, significant dynamism exists in the

environment of a SN which necessitates constant
adaptation. For example, in the current economic en-
vironment, paper (material) costs tend to be the key
component of costs in the publishing business (e.g.
Addison-Wesley’s operations as discussed in Kra-
jewski and Ritzman, 1996). This is because energy
costs tend to drive the cost of paper, and at this time,
energy costs (except in the United States) are quite
high. Only an international decline in energy costs
will lead to a drop in pulp paper costs and, thus,
publication costs. These excessive costs are causing
publishing firms to seek different ways to reach their
customers in a “paperless” fashion. At the same time,
quite independent of rising energy costs, rapid break-
throughs in information technology and access make

it possible to reach many customers via electronic,
Internet-based media.

Thus, changes in computer and telecommunications
technology are prompting publishers to consider dif-
ferent media. Two unrelated events in the environment
of the publishing SN — information technology ca-
pabilities and energy costs are simultaneously driving
the publishing SN to consider different mechanisms
of product and service delivery. Therefore, consider-
ing the dynamic nature of a SN, firms that are slow to
respond to such spontaneous changes may find them-
selves being left behind their competitors. And, often,
firms that have become complacent in a stable market
condition or long-term contracts may find themselves
in this type of situation. As one point of evidence, the
Japanese Keiretsu’s are now being criticized for hav-
ing been a protective mechanism for the lagging or
unfit firms in their SNs from open competition.

Proposition 6. Supply networks that turn over quickly
stand a better chance of exposing weak members and,
thus, gaining higher efficiency than supply networks
that are artificially bound by long-term relationships.

3.2.2. Rugged landscapes
A complex product, supported by a complex SN,

can be thought of as a system of attributes. These at-
tributes combine in some manner to form a “fitness”
or goodness value to the product. For example, an au-
tomobile may be judged by its cost, its speed, its han-
dling, and its reliability. In most cases, making the
product or offering a service better means attending to
these underlying features. A key question is whether
or not these features can be attended to in an indepen-
dent fashion. For example, in the assembly of a bound
book, one cannot completely decouple the quality of
the paper from the quality of the cover: paper charac-
teristics affect the binding process, which, in turn, im-
pacts what can be done materially with the cover. More
generally, we cannot assume that the overall product
or service will improve if all elements of the contribut-
ing SN improve — there may be inter-dependencies
that overwhelm locally optimal contributions. For in-
stance, a supply chain in which member firms seek
to optimize their own local costs may in fact create
wildly oscillating system behaviors (Forrester, 1958;
Sterman, 1989) called the “Bullwhip effect” that ends
up aggravating the system costs (Lee et al., 1997a, b).
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One way in which firms are attempting to deal
with inter-dependencies is by moving toward mod-
ular design (Fleischer and Liker, 1997; Meyer and
Lehnerd, 1997). Users of a modular design recognize
that it is sometimes possible to develop an architec-
ture, whereby contributing components are relatively
autonomous. Therefore, they can be optimized inde-
pendently and allow the emergence of high dimen-
sionality. Such high dimensionality greatly cuts down
on the coordination costs with the SN. For example,
an automobile maker may “contract out” the design
of a key component; it will simply ensure adherence
to an overall design by clearly specifying functional
requirements, constraints (size, cost, time), and inter-
face requirements (power supply, information connec-
tion, etc.). Experience has shown that such modular
designs require much more creative design effort “up
front”, as compared to conventional (non-modular)
design approaches. A rather extreme example of such
a design can be found in the realization of the inter-
national space station, where individual companies
and countries are contributing different functional
elements to the system. In this scenario, coordina-
tion must take place across geographical, cultural,
corporate, and language barriers, and some degree of
autonomy must be given to each contributor. Modular
design is one exemplary approach that may lead to
success in such a situation.

Theoretically speaking, modularization of work
tasks (e.g. design or manufacturing) reduces the
number of peaks in the rugged landscape of a SN.
Here, many small peaks are combined into a few
large peaks, creating a condition more conducive to
optimizing the overall system. For instance, we wit-
nessed how the first-tier suppliers were consolidated
into a smaller number in the United States during
the late 1980s, most notably in the automotive in-
dustry. The surviving first-tier suppliers now tend to
supply modules or subsystems (e.g. engines, display
panel assemblies, etc.) rather than discrete parts (e.g.
pistons, o-rings, gages, etc.). Furthermore, in order
for the so-called Internet revolution to move beyond
impacting commodity purchases, modularization of
heavily engineered assemblies (which usually take
up the bulk of the cost) must take place, whereby
the communications across the SN regarding these
assemblies can occur more efficiently with minimum
confusion.

Proposition 7. Modularization of tasks will decrease
overall inter-dependencies among firms in a SN, and,
thus, offer a higher efficiency when optimizing the
overall system.

3.3. Co-evolution

3.3.1. Quasi-equilibrium and state change
Supply networks can undergo a radical structural

change when they are stretched from equilibrium. At
such a point, a small event can trigger a cascade of
changes that eventually can lead to a system-wide re-
definition or reconfiguration. In actuality, it is hard
to identify the small event that eventually triggers a
massive change (by definition the small event, such as
flapping of butterfly wings, is hard to identify). How-
ever, we can always identify and observe the eventual
change itself.

During the 1970s and early 1980s, the automotive
manufacturers in the United States were operating
under a configuration that employed multiple bidding
with multiple suppliers and with short-term contracts.
Ford Motor Company, for instance, at one point car-
ried 3000–4000 first-tier suppliers. Then, the Japanese
automotive companies began to introduce a different
configuration that employed closer working relation-
ships using negotiation and long-term contracts. Little
by little, American firms were pulled away from the
traditional way of doing business with suppliers (the
equilibrium point). Finally, toward the end of 1980s,
the SN in the automotive industry began to restruc-
ture itself through consolidation and the creation of
a tiered structure (Ballew and Schnorbus, 1994). For
instance, several Ford suppliers were consolidated
into a large, first-tier Tower Automotive, to which
other suppliers now supply as second-tier suppli-
ers. With Ford Motor Company currently using only
about 700 suppliers, the SN structure in the United
States has, indeed, undergone a radical structural
change.

In sum, the general tendency of a SN is to maintain
its stable and prevalent configuration. For instance,
Amazon.com that started without warehouses in its
supply chain to streamline the distribution process
eventually went back to using warehouses. However,
when the SN does change it invariably entails a state
or quantum change (e.g. consolidation and tiering of
the SN in the United States).
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Proposition 8. Over time, quantum changes will last
longer within a SN than incremental changes that go
against the accepted practices.

3.3.2. Non-linear changes
The idea of order and spontaneity leads us to con-

sider that self-organization of the SN does not occur
in a linear or sequential manner. It occurs in paral-
lel. For instance, a second-tier supplier will already
have a group of suppliers it works with, a priori to its
selection by the final assembler or the first-tier sup-
plier. It is theoretically possible to have a sequential
and isolated organization of the SN, when radically
new products usher in the destruction of existing
supplier–buyer orders throughout the value system.
However, the SN is typically organized in a networked
and inter-dependent way, where events occur non-
linearly.

In various pockets within a SN, subsystems ex-
ist which gain energy from several sources and
spontaneously organize themselves into a whole se-
ries of overlapping complex structures. Energy, in
forms of corporate resources (e.g. new contracts),
may come from not just one industry but several
industries. These complex structures may overlap
and draw resources from more than one source,
for instance, a plastic molding company can sup-
ply the furniture industry as well as the automotive
and electronics industries. Therefore, even when
members of these pockets are exposed to radi-
cally new and successful products, destroying some
existing orders, it would be hard to fathom that
the organization of a SN would occur in a linear
fashion.

If a SN operates non-linearly, it is then not pos-
sible for one firm to control its operation in deter-
ministic fashion. This is an important realization for
many firms whose management has developed an
unfounded belief that the ultimate goal of supply
chain management is to control the entire supply
networks. We would argue, in contrast, the ultimate
goal should be to develop a strategy on how much
of the SN to control and how much of it to let
emerge. For instance, Honda controls its SN through
several tiers deep for a few critical items, but for
most other items, it empowers its top-tier suppliers
to manage their suppliers, in essence letting the SN
emerge.

Proposition 9. Firms that deliberately manage their
SN by both control and emergence will outperform
firms that try to manage their SN by either control or
emergence alone.

3.3.3. Non-random future
Even though an exact prediction of future behavior

is difficult in a complex system, often archetypal be-
havior patterns can be recognized. For example, the
characteristics of Japanese-style Keiretsu have been
well documented (e.g. Miyashita and Russell, 1994).
Keiretsu can be thought of as an archetype SN (Ell-
ram, 1990), with certain generic characteristics that
are defined by the type of coupling that has enabled;
the incentive systems that define “fitness” for each of
the agents (firms) in the network; and the rules that de-
fine interaction. The chances are good that if one were
to replicate the “architecture” of this SN, some of the
same behavioral tendencies would tend to emerge.

However, the unpredictability of the future of the
SN corresponds to its incredible sensitivity. The
slightest uncertainty can grow until the system’s fu-
ture becomes impossible to predict where one must
be cognizant of catastrophic discontinuities lurking
around the corner. For instance, a little bit of pertur-
bation in the consumer market can become amplified
and oscillate in wild fluctuations for the firms in the
downstream end of the SN (Fine, 1998; Forrester,
1958; Sterman, 1989). Also, a change in the upstream
end can affect the operations in the downstream, as
we discussed in an earlier scenario, whereby an in-
novation in a teaching hospital may influence the
manufacture of aircraft engines.

In the high-tech industry, we have observed how a
small shift in the downstream (consumer market) can
become amplified and have a huge impact on firms up-
stream (equipment manufacturers). This phenomenon
was referred to as the Bullwhip effect (Lee et al.,
1997a, b). As evidence, there has been a much higher
rate of bankruptcy among equipment manufacturers,
who are more upstream to the consumer market com-
pared to DRAM chip manufacturers, who are closer
to the consumer market (Fine, 1998). Such bankrupt-
cies resulted from wide fluctuations in the equipment
manufacturing market segment. Since upstream sup-
pliers bear the brunt of market fluctuations, they
should maintain a higher level of overlay across dif-
ferent industries in order to hedge against fluctuations.
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Therefore, the more upstream the firm is, the more
diversified the firm should be.

Proposition 10. In a SN, upstream suppliers that are
more diversified are more likely to survive than those
that are not.

3.3.4. Summary
At first glance, a SN is a system. A slight change

in one place may cause tremors everywhere else; the
whole is more than the mere sum of its parts. Upon
more careful examination, however, one learns that a
SN is more than a mere system. It is a complex adap-
tive system: it is emerging, self-organizing, dynamic,
and evolving.

The concept of complexity allows us to understand
how SNs as living systems co-evolve, and it can help
us to identify the patterns that arise in such evolu-
tion. Because complexity theory augments traditional
systems theory (i.e. it emphasizes time and change),
it can be used to help us to recognize change in the
firms within the SN, change within the market, change
within the inter-relationships among firms within the
SN, and change in the environment. This complex web
of changes, coupled with the adaptive capability of or-
ganizations within the SN to respond to such changes,
leads to self-organization within the network. Order
and control in the network is emergent, as opposed
to predetermined. Control is generated through simple
(but non-linear) behavioral rules that operate based on
local information.

4. Discussion

The idea of managing the whole supply network to
optimize cost and time to market has certainly pro-
vided an appealing vision for managers. Besides re-
ducing the supply base and emphasizing the long-term
supplier–buyer relationships and supplier involvement
and development, managing the entire SN has been an
elusive endeavor. We believe this is largely because
of an incomplete understanding of the SN. We have
introduced some initial ideas about managing a SN
as a complex adaptive system. Therefore, it becomes
important to know when to control a SN determinsti-
cally by reducing dimensionality and through nega-
tive feedback and when to let it emerge by increasing

dimensionality and through positive feedback. Many
managerial frustrations mentioned earlier stem from
the inability to recognize that there are differences be-
tween these two aspects of the SN management and
apply them strategically.

The aforementioned issues can begin to be ad-
dressed by empirically examining the propositions
developed in this paper. To do so, more systematic
case studies need to be conducted first to further
refine the propositions grounded in empirical evi-
dences. Key constructs such as emergence or auton-
omy should be operationalized in the context of the
SN. For instance, emergence can be operationalized
as some observable patterns that appear in the SN in
an unanticipated way, and case studies can help iden-
tify what these observable patterns are in the supply
network.

Survey research may subsequently be conducted.
Here, the issue of the unit of analysis will be impor-
tant. One can certainly conduct a survey from the per-
spective of a single firm (e.g. a final assembler); for
instance, many of the propositions stated in preceding
pages are phrased from a single firm’s perspective.
Nonetheless, one can also take on the perspective that
these single firms are embedded in a SN. One can,
therefore, approach the study from the perspective of
networks. A social network survey can be adminis-
tered, where the unit of analysis may be groups of
firms doing business in the same market niche. Af-
ter all, a SN operates as a social network consisting
of firms with various relationships, and many of the
propositions can be examined using this approach
(e.g. Propositions 7, 8 and 10). Further, one can de-
velop a computer-based network simulation, based on
the understanding from preceding empirical studies.
Some combination of control theoretic, agent-based,
and discrete-event modeling approaches may be ap-
plied to model the behavior of the complex adaptive
system as a whole. Such a tool can act as a decision
aid on what and how much of a SN to control and to let
emerge.

By empirically examining the propositions, we will
learn about the details of how a SN behaves as a CAS.
Some of the specific lessons potentially learned are
captured in the following questions. These lessons will
help us take the field beyond managing only top-tier
suppliers and occasional second-tier suppliers to
managing the complex adaptive system of SNs.
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• Since the behavior of SNs can be managed by ei-
ther expanding or reducing its dimensionality, we
might benefit from asking, how can one measure
this dimensionality?

• While prediction of the exact, future behavior of
a SN is only possible in a limited sense, with the
potential for large accumulation of local estimation
errors, SNs tend to behave in archetypal ways, de-
pending on the macro-level structure that is present,
the incentives driving individual suppliers, and the
rules used for interaction. Therefore, another ques-
tion might be, what are these archetypes and how
do they change over time?

• Because the SN can be very sensitive to small
perturbations from anywhere in the network,
“catastrophes” are likely to happen at a rate perhaps
greater than one would intuit, simply because of the
cascading features of complex systems. It would,
therefore, be useful to identify what types of catas-
trophe in SNs have occurred in the past and what
were the processes through which they occurred?

• Lastly, supply networks can undergo significant
structural changes when crisis is upon them. As
the crisis looms and agents in the system become
aware of the crisis state, how do they react to such
crisis? What relations exist between the way agents
reacted and SN performance?

In conclusion, a complex adaptive supply network
is a collection of firms that seek to maximize their
individual profit and livelihood by exchanging in-
formation, products, and services with one another.
Therefore, the nature of interactions among firms ad-
jacent in a SN determines the type of behavior the
network as a whole exhibits and the level of con-
trol that any one firm has over another. However,
a larger component of such order is emergent, dy-
namic and unpredictable, and the issue of how much
to control and how much to let emerge becomes a
serious managerial consideration. Jeff Bezos (CEO,
Amazon.com) asserts that although some of these
notions may be “uncomfortable” within a company,
especially if that company has used strong controls
as a mainstay of its operations, in his words, you can
“build a more robust company if you give up a bit
of control in this organic market place” (Wired, July
2000, p. 255). Then, from the individual manager’s
perspective, what becomes important is keen obser-

vation of what emerges and flexibility in making
appropriate changes, while controlling the course of
action toward the a priori determined goals. In sum, to
succeed, managers not only have to control the daily
activities but also remain vigilant, patiently observe
what emerges, and make decisions appropriately.
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